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SPORTS ARCHITECTURE MOVES....maybe?
but Jens Sejer Andersen sold me the title:

BUILDING BODIES:
how architects can make the world move more

1. Max Schmeling Halle, Berlin
   big moving body
2. UIA S&L
   real bodies
3. IOC/IAKS AWARD
   building bodies move human bodies
4. TU Dresden
   future building bodies
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Dodger Stadium, 1962, Architects Praeger, Kavanah, Waterbury surrounded by a see of asphalt
Max Schmeling Halle, Berlin 1996, Joppien•Dietz•Architects

Where are the cars?
this big building is a bridge between east and west at the former wall of Berlin that moves
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Each UIA Member Section is the most representative professional organisation of architects in a given country. These organisations compose the UIA, the only global network of architecture professionals. The UIA Member Sections are grouped geographically according to five regions:
Western Europe
Eastern Europe and the Middle East
America
Asia and Oceania
Africa.
The UIA work programmes are groups of experts working in specialised areas of the architectural profession. They provide the world architectural community with specific, focused information in the following areas:

- Responsible Architecture
- Architecture for a responsible Future
- ARES - Architecture and Renewable Energy Sources
- Architecture and Society
- Architecture and Children
- Architecture for All
- Urbanisation
- Urban Settlements & Disasters
- Intermediate Cities - Urbanisation and Development
- Tourism
- Habitat
- Habitat Action without borders
- Cultural identity
- Heritage
- Spiritual Places
- Facilities
- Educational and Cultural Spaces
- PHG - Public health

Sports and Leisure
Permanent Secretaries/ Directors: 1959 Romuald Wirsyllo, Poland 1972 Jacek Kwiecinski, Poland 1986 Professor Geraint John, UK Honorable Life President 2008 Ian McKennzie, UK 2012 Professor Jörg Joppien, Germany

Members of Honour: Pedro Ramirez Vasquez, Mexico Fråde Rinnan (deceased), Norway Mizuki Yamada, Japan Solange d’Herbež de la Tour, France Koji Kamiya, Japan Wojciech Zablocki, Poland Ching Kuo-Wu, Carlos Vera Guardia, Member Emeritus Kresimir Ivanis
CARLOS VERA GUARDIA
FORMER IOC MEMBER
Rene Kural CIA Center for Idraet og Arkitektur
Danish Member of UIA S&L
GLASGOW 2014 COMMONWEALTH GAMES

UIA SPORTS & LEISURE GROUP SEMINAR & VISITS TO FACILITIES: 15 – 17 MAY 2014

Progress continues in the organisation of a UIA S&L GROUP visit to Glasgow in advance of the 2014 Commonwealth Games. Our seminar will be an integral part of the prestigious annual convention of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland (RIAS) and is currently programmed by RIAS for Friday morning (not afternoon), 16th May. It will be open to all attendees of the RIAS Convention. Presentations will address the potential impact and legacy of the Glasgow Games and the care that has been taken to minimise the initial capital and lifetime running costs of the sports facilities. They will include

- An overview by Ian McKenzie
- The new Hydro Arena by Fosters Architects
- The Emirates Arena and the Sir Chris Hoy Velodrome
- The temporary conversion of Hampden Park from a famous football stadium into the Athletics Arena for the Games

Visits by coach to key facilities are planned – for our Group only – for Saturday, 17th May, and the intention is to follow the visits with our Group Meeting at Commonwealth House, the HQ of Glasgow 2014, and a Group Dinner at a venue yet to be decided.

This programme suggests that members will need to arrive on or before Thursday 15th May 2014 and leave Glasgow on or later than Sunday 18th May. Later this year, RIAS will confirm the cost of attending the Convention and negotiate discounted rates with nearby good-value hotels. Then we will be able to send members more detailed information on likely costs.

We look forward to seeing you in Glasgow in May 2014.

Ian McKenzie, Geraint John, Bill Stonor
INTERNATIONAL MASTER OF SPORTS ARCHITECTURE 2018

CONCEPT: International Master in Sports Architecture

Working programme with international universities/schools/polytechnics/institutes/federations/clubs in the field on S&L architecture, landscape architecture/urban design and environmental engineering e.g.

OBSERVATION: Role of sport in modern society and the importance to an adequate infrastructure at its disposal; missing of well educated architects specialized in sports architecture

IDEA: To organize postgraduate studies for architects with an university degree and wish to obtain knowledge and specific expertise in the field of sports architecture

To create an international multidisciplinary training, providing the interface between architecture and sports.

TARGET/MARKET: Architects; Planners, Landscape architects, others?

CONTENTS: History of sports architecture
Typologies - Programm
Architecture
Urban and Landscape aspects
Constructions (structures)
Engineering Technic (also sports equipment)
Environmental strategies, Sustainable development,
Project Management
Innovation, Legacy & Heritage
Establishing a Bid in Sport Event
Sport Leisure areas and facilities
Studio work - exemplary projects
Research

DURATION: 1 year
CREDITS: 60

METHODOLOGY: seminar courses; projects; research

PROJECTS: Rio; Durban; Belize?; Leisure; Schools, Clubs, Halls, Olympic stadiums
UIA CONGRESS IN DURBAN SOUTH AFRICA
AUGUST 2014
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they are not about to play baseball
sport is not another kind of work :-)
more games, more play, more rules
speedminton field

tennis field
Which game do I have to play?
crazy basket ball field
by BB Landscape Architects from Netherland
IOC/IAKS AWARD BIANNUAL IN KÖLN.....NOW ALSO YOUTH AND YOUNG PROFESSIONALS AWARD 2X

3D athletics track, Elda, Spain
year: 2010
architects: Subarquitectura

http://www.architizer.com/projects/3d-athletics-track/

http://issuu.com/iaks/docs/sb_2011_2/35?e=0
Zamet Centre, Rijeka, Croatia
year: 2009
architects: 3LHD Architects

IOC/IAKS AWARD BIANNUAL IN KÖLN.....NOW ALSO YOUTH AND YOUNG PROFESSIONALS AWARD 2X

All picture rights by 3LHD Architects http://www.3lhd.com/index.php/hr/projekti/centar-zamet/galerija/selekcija
IOC/IAKS AWARD BIENNUAL IN KÖLN.....NOW ALSO YOUTH AND YOUNG PROFESSIONALS AWARD 2X

design elements:

**Folding** in parts of facade and stairs

functional internal space
EMÜ Sports Hall, Tartu, Estonia
year: 2009
architects: Salto Architects

best new building in Tartu 2009
best wooden building in Estonia 2009

IOC/IAKS AWARD BIANNUAL IN KÖLN.....NOW ALSO YOUTH AND YOUNG PROFESSIONALS AWARD 2X

site plan

ground plan

ground plan, 1st floor

IOC/IAKS AWARD BIANNUAL IN KÖLN.....NOW ALSO YOUTH AND YOUNG PROFESSIONALS AWARD 2X
renewal sports facility Heerenschürli, Zurich, Switzerland
year: 2010
architects: Dürig AG + Topotek1 (Superkilen with BIG)
The simple shape assimilate in the environment

green – the color of sport fields and nature
Climbing hall, Bruneck, Italy
year: in progress
architects: Stifter + Bachmann

All picture rights by Stifter + Bachmann http://www.stifter-bachmann.com/?rubrik=projekte&seite=10_1_kletterhalle
IOC/IAKS AWARD BIANNUAL IN KÖLN.....NOW ALSO YOUTH AND YOUNG PROFESSIONALS AWARD 2X

ALL SPORTS BUILDINGS PUBLISHED IN THE MAGAZINE FROM IAKS
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Modell: Skimming

WWW.SKIMCITY.COM
Modell: Fußball

Die Ausgangssituation
(jeder Spieler steht an seinem Platz)

Die Spieler beginnen sich zu bewegen

Situation kurz vor einem Torschuss
Modell: Radrennbahn
Modell: Wiener Walzer

- schnelle Drehung
- typisch für Wiener Walzer
studio project: power station Dresden
Lageplan mit gesamter Umnutzungsidee und Zugängen
Dachansicht mit durchkletterbaren Glastürmen und Terrasse
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